Minutes Pending Approval

Summit Range Association, Inc.
Meeting Minutes
I.

Meeting Information
Date & Time: Thursday April 3, 2014
Location: Summit County Landfill Shop Building Conference Area
Purpose: General Meeting of the Board

II. Regular Agenda Items
•

•

•

•

Secretary’s Report (Approval of prior meeting minutes) The (Revised) minutes from
the March meeting were distributed by email by Secretary Jim McNaul and were
accepted and approved as written.
Treasurer’s Report Thekla Shultz submitted a Treasurer’ report which is attached.
Thekla noted that we did not empty the donation vaults this month. She also noted that
we have some upcoming, fairly major expenses such as the balance on the perimeter
signs ($413.85), and the yearly Liability insurance premium, ($696.26). It was
unanimously agreed by the Board that we should maintain the $2,000,000 liability limit.
Brian stated that since the County requires us to have this insurance, he would ask them
for reimbursement of the premium amount. The Treasurer’s Report was accepted as
read.
Rangemaster’s Report: Merle Shultz submitted the Rangemaster Report which is
attached. A discussion of the need for more RSO’s was held. Various reasons for RSOs
quitting was mentioned. Also the cost of training new RSOs was mentioned. This cost is
approximately $85 per RSO. Incentives for RSOs were discussed. Brian would like to
have a drawing based on hours served. Brian stated that RSOs are currently covered by
County liability insurance as volunteers and if they were paid, they might not be covered,
and the fact that the SRA doesn’t really have the funds to pay RSOs. The question
remains…How do we give an incentive to new RSOs and not have it construed as
payment? No final decision on this item was reached.
County Liaison’s Report: No report.

III. Board Agenda Items
•

.
•

Design Committee – Concept Changes – Engineer: Brad Deats who is the head of
the Design Committee was not present at the meeting so this item was tabled until the
next meeting.
CPW Grant Application for 2015: Brian recapped the CPW Grant for 2014 and the
plans we have to spend the $100,000 that we received for our new visitors to the
meeting. Brian then reviewed the complete CPW Power Point Presentation for the 2015
CPW Grant for our new visitors. The need to recognize the FNRA in the presentation was
made. The presentation to the CPW will be made in Denver on Tuesday, April 8th, and all
Board members are encouraged to attend. Both of Aaron’s daughters are also planning
to attend and participate in the presentation.
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•

ADA Stairway Work: Brief discussion of the various ADA and general accessibility
improvements planned for the range including stairs at the West entrance and wheelchair
access around the gate on the East entrance. Jim brought up the idea of moving the pole
inwards and narrowing the gate instead of building out over the bank as a possible
alternative to save money. The current gate is 24-feet wide and should be more than
adequate to move heavy machinery through. This will be decided by the Design
Committee and the engineer.

•

Tuff Shed: The new shed was scheduled to be built a week ago, but a large snowstorm
came in and this had to be postponed. They will install/build the shed next week,
depending on the weather.
.
Gun Safety Training – Merle Klocke: Merle and Brian talked with Mr. Klocke and
scheduled a meeting for 11:00am Tuesday April 15th at the Summit Senior Center. This
will be in conjunction with the regular meeting of the Optimist Club. The presentation by
the SRA will be on GUN SAFETY ONLY. NOT the use of firearms.

•

•

Schedule RSO Training: This item was tabled until such time as we get more
volunteers. It was mentioned by Merle that SRA should probably get a consensus from
the prospective volunteers as to what incentive it would take to get them to perform RSO
duties. Board members cannot be eligible for incentives per Brian. It was decided not to
mention anything about incentives in the article for the Summit Daily requesting
volunteers.

•

Liability Insurance Renewal: It was agreed to renew the policy and continue with the
$2,000,000 limit. Also, Brian will ask the County for reimbursement for this expense.

•

Annual Conflict of Interest review & form signing: All Board members must sign a
yearly Conflict Of Interest acknowledgement form. All members signed this form (except
Brad who was not present) and gave them to Secretary Jim to keep. Jim will contact Brad
to get his from signed

•

Flip Targets – Shooting Tree: Brian & Merle attended the Tanner Gun Show a couple of
months ago and met a vendor who made heavy duty, steel shooting trees with movable
steel paddles. Brian would like to purchase one of these to be placed at the end of the
100-yard rifle range. Brian will contact this vendor and get final pricing on one unit to be
used on a trial basis to test durability and operation. The Board will decide on purchasing
this target once final pricing for one unit is obtained.

•

Highway 6 Signs: It was decided unanimously to order signs to be placed on existing
‘LANDFILL’ sign posts for both Eastbound and Westbound directions. We will go with the
local sign company. It was decided to not put ‘Summit County Shooting Range’ on the
signs, but instead to just put “PUBLIC SHOOTING RANGE” on both the highway and the
Kiosk signs. Distance of 1-mile with and a fold-down saying “CLOSED” to cover the arrow
on the kiosk sign. Jim will install hinge and bolt. Jim will install the Highway 6 signs.
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•

Perimeter Warning Signs: Signs are on order and being made. No posts ordered at this
time. Volunteers with the FDRD will install the signs in the spring.

•

Revision to SOP – BOCC: BOCC has not officially signed the agreement that had the
rule against .50 caliber BMG and exploding targets and tracer ammunition. This will be
presented to BOCC as soon as possible and implemented into the official rules of the
range and added to the brochure. It was agreed unanimously to take this to the BOCC in
the spring. A discussion of ricochet ensued and Jim expressed his opposition to steel
targets in general, especially those furnished by the SRA. Jim stated that he feels that if
the range users want to shoot steel targets, they should bring their own and be
responsible for them. Jim feels that this would alleviate maintenance issues that SRA
furnished steel targets would generate, and possibly reduce the liability issue that the
steel targets furnished by the SRA might incur. Brian & Merle stated that they felt that as
long as the steel targets were kept facing at a downward angle, and that movable steel
targets were kept at sufficient distance, that ricochet would not be a problem. It was
mentioned that possibly there should also be an SRA rule that full metal jacket and armor
piercing ammunition was not allowed. How to enforce this proposed rule was not
addressed.

•

Trail Counters: Brad has suggested that we institute some type of automatic trail
counter to get a more accurate count of range users which would be valuable for County
funding and grant purposes. The possibility of inaccurate readings due to people making
multiple entrances and exits on one visit was mentioned. It was decided to table this item
until more information on these counters was available.

IV. Range Maintenance Items: Not much can be done at present with the snow cover. It was
decided to hold off on moving additional target frames up to the range until the new shed is
installed. New concrete tires will be needed in the spring to replace some that are badly shotup. The new grader-blade target stands need to be installed.
V. Additional Business: Brian mentioned a range user that he encountered recently that was
acting in an unsafe manner and even after being talked to about the unsafe actions, became
belligerent and uncooperative. Brian stated that if this ever happens again when any of us are
on duty, we should not hesitate to call the Summit County Sheriff. Two warnings should be
the maximum for unsafe behavior before calling the Sheriff.

VI. Public Comment: John Palsedge made the point that when we do the concrete slabs under
the shooting benches, we should use re-bar instead of mesh to prevent future cracking due to
the expansive soil, and not ‘go cheap’ on this. Spend the money and do it right the first time.
This point will be relayed to the Design Committee and the engineer designing the project.

VII. Adjournment: Adjournment was at 12:05PM
.
Next Meeting Time & Place: The next meeting is scheduled for Thursday May 8th at 7:00PM at
the Summit County Senior Center in Frisco. Jim was instructed to notify the Summit Daily of
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this meeting and try to get an article published in the Community Notes section of the paper prior
to this meeting.
ACTION ITEMS:
1. Brad, Merle, Brian – Meet with Merle Klocke at 11:00AM Wednesday, April 16th at the
Summit Senior Center to discuss Gun Safety Clinic.
2. Jim – Write and place articles in the Summit Daily about RSOs and Volunteers needed
3. Jim – Write and place notice of May 8th 7:00PM evening meeting in Summit Daily
4. Brian – Ask County for reimbursement for SRA Liability Insurance expense.
5. Thekla – Renew Liability Insurance Policy.
6. Brad – Finalize design of highway and kiosk signs
7. Thekla – Get highway and kiosk signs made at local vendor.
8. Aaron or Thekla – Get additional donation-box signs made. Jim will install.
9. Brian – Contact flip-target manufacturer to obtain pricing on one target-tree for trial basis.
10. Brian/Merle – Submit new rule concerning .50 BMG and explosive targets and tracer
ammunition to BOCC for approval.
11. ALL Board Members – Attend the CPW Grant Presentation on Tuesday April 8th in
Denver.

